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Numerical Analysis

lastTime Finished Jacobi's Algorithm for computing
eigenvalue hectors for a real symmetric matrix

Nextup Polynomial Interpolation

Since conputes can only multiplyladd basically the
only faction that your computer can evaluate are polynomials
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In general ntl unique points in the xyplane define

a polynomial of degree n
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ThepointotInterpolat
F Appwxim.twtou Must function ie Cosi solutions

to differentialequations etc are not polynomials and do It
has closed frm solutions However most of the time1

they can be tonally approximated in polynomials just think

Taylor series
Polynomial interpolation is at the core of Numerical

Analysis

With this in mind ginn X y s j O n with

Xj C ab how do we compute the interpolant

Option 1 Solve for the coefficients in pdx aota.it aux

1 1 Can be written in matrix form as

I i
Vanderwoude Matrix A Unless the Xj's are chosen very

carefully the relative condition

number k grows exponentially

So If the Xj's are distinct A is formally invertible

but horribly ill conditioned Never try to numerically invert it



0pt.io The coefficients aj usually don'tmatter the
goal is usually to evaluate pn at some new pointXing

While the polynomial ph is unique there are many ways
to construct evaluate it the most common of which is

particularthe Lagrenge Interpolaty Ily i polynomial subspace of
polynomials of

Idea Constrict a sequence of polynomial the Ph degree En

such that

lutist if II
If this is possible then paled thoYuLuk is the
interpolating polynomial for the data kgyj j O n

The construction of such polynomials Lu is straightforward
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Theorem Given data x y 5 0 n there exists a unit
polynomial pnER suchthat pulx yj

Proof Existence Immediately follows from the Lagrange formula 1 1
Uniqueness See textbook

The form of the interpolating polynomial pix huh yw is referred

to as the Lagrange interpolation formula of degree n



There are a few questions that can be asked about

pn at this point f
If the points x y come from a smooth functionV

what is the error between pin and the function f

us ajeh.HN
What is the cost of evaluating pm If a

new data point is added Xun yun what is the cost

of updating pm

In floating point arithmetic is the evaluation of

Pnstable.to
eifyj fTxj then pix yj ft by

construction If xtxj then

theorem Let f c E Cab For xeCab there exists

a 5 917 c a b such that
fled pix f 1 Exact pointwiseok XI error

similar to Depends highly
Taylor'sthin onthe choice

of interpolation
points



Moreover

Hx pix E Manti I nahh
where Mut Max

teca.by f Itil

Thaw T.IO xxjl Proof is detailed will not

go through it see text

Two takeaway points
Only useful if Mun can be computed

The interpolation error highly depends on where
thenodesxjare located

This will be very important later on

The cost of evaluating pn depends on the form
it is written in

Lagrangeforme pix EoyuLux Luka_II x
jak k Xj

Ntl mutt 3flops
n adds

3611flops
Cutt 3 n i flops to
evaluate all Lies

overall Obi flops to evaluate pm
in Lagrange form



Compare this with Horner'sMethod

If the coefficients do a are known in

pdx Aot a t aux't aux the we can

rewrite pn as

pix do tX a ta Xt taux

Ao TX la t XlaatAsx t it auxin

ao TX la t X act Xl
bai An it anX

baz an 2 t bn X
but am tanx I mult I add

buz anutbaix I mu't I add

bo do bX I mult Iadd

pix 2nfl

This means that the Lagrange Form is Vey inefficient

Is there a better form

The numerical stability of evaluating pm in Lagrange

form
n

short story The basic Lagrange frm pula yululxh o
can be unstable lie have large condition number
EI overflowlunderflow roundoff error etc
Alternative form nextclass


